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WHITE SPIRIT

FANFARE
You were called to your seat tonight by a fanfare composed by 21-year-old WAAPA student Olivia 
Guelfi. Perth Festival’s Education Program, in partnership with ECU WAAPA, provided four emerging 
young composers a mentorship with Rebecca Erin Smith to develop fanfares for the Festival. These 
were recorded by professional musicians and replace traditional theatre bells at Festival venues. 
Visit perthfestival.com.au for more information on the Fanfare project and this composition.

Perth Festival acknowledges that our events take 
place on the lands of the Noongar people. 

Stage Decor & Live Performance Hosni Hertelli aka Shoof
Music & Dance Ensemble Noureddine Khourchid & the Whirling Dervishes of Damascus
Lead Voice Noureddine Khourchid
Voice & Riqq Abdulrahman Modawar
Voice Hassan Arbach
Voice Adel Halima 
Voice & Duff Mhd Hamdi Malas
Ud Mohamad Kadmani
Whirling Dervishes Ahmad Altair, Hatem Aljamal & Mahmoud Altaier
Conception & Artistic Direction Jean-Hervé Vidal & Mehdi Ben Cheikh
Lighting Designer Christophe Olivier
Stage Manager Alain Burkarth

White Spirit was created at Musée du quai Branly in Paris

Latecomers not admitted

HIS MAJESTY’S THEATRE | 2 – 3 MAR | 80MINS NO INTERVAL
POST SHOW CONVERSATION | FRI 2 MAR, 9PM

A Zaman Production & Galerie Itinerrance production in collaboration with the 
Musee du quai Branly - Jacques Chirac

The sacred and profane collide when Sufi music and mysticism meet street art. Ensemble 
Al Nabolsy & the Whirling Dervishes of Damascus bring their uplifting melodies, enriched by 
spellbinding dance moves, directly from war-torn Syria’s Umayyad Mosque.

Led by the stirring voice of Noureddine Khourchid, the son of a Syrian Sufi sheik, six singers 
perform exquisite invocations, songs of praise and Sufi poems as three Whirling Dervishes 
hypnotically spin on the stage. This sublime musical experience is made thrillingly vivid as the 
stage comes alive with illuminated calligraphy painted by Tunisian street artist Shoof. His striking 
brushstrokes provide a dazzling backdrop to the ritual music and movement of White Spirit.

Trance, music and visual art come together for a spiritual spectacle as exciting as it is enchanting.

Image: Aline Deschamps@Musee du quai Branly –Jacques Chrirac



THE PATH
         TO ECSTASY

THE ENSEMBLE AND ITS 
            INSTRUMENTAL
                   ACCOMPANIMENT

Several mystical tales attribute a divine origin to music recounting that the soul, 
whose very nature is celestial, refused to take form, but was seduced by the voice of 
an angel ordered by God to settle inside the body. It is now trapped inside the body 
but has kept a nostalgia for its formless origins ever since it was parted from them. 

All this has been wonderfully put into words by the great mystic Jaladdin al-Rumi in 
his famous poem ‘The Nay’s Lament’. 

Listen to the story told by the reed, of being separated 
Since I was cut from the reedbed, I have made this crying sound, that draws tears in 
man and woman alike [...]. 
Anyone far from their source, longs to go back. 

This is how the Sufis sing of their separation from the original source and their ardent 
desire to be reunited with it.

The ensemble presented here, consisting of size munshid, hymn-singers from the Shadhiliyya 
order, together with three dancers from the Mawlawi order, is well known for its serious 
approach and clear execution, and has made guest appearances all over the world. The 
Shadhiliyya order, one of the most important in the Arab world, was founded according to the 
teachings and spiritual authority of a great Moroccan mystic, Abu al-Hasan al Shadhili (1196 – 
1256) who settled in Alexandria. From there his spiritual teachings spread right across the East 
and the Maghreb. After his death, the Shadhiliyya order was organised under the leadership of 
Shadhili’s Andalusian disciple Asu al-Abbas al-Mursi (d. 1286), then by one of al-Mursi’s pupils, 
the Egyptian Ibn Atallah al-lskandari (d. 1309), a major figure in Sufism. The teaching spread 
and the order now exists in many different Arab countries, including Egypt, Syria and the 
countries of North Africa. 

The Mawlawi (or Mevlevi) order takes its name from Mawlana (our master), the nickname of 
Jaladdin al-Rumi (1207 – 73), the spiritual master and founder of an order in Konya (Turkey), 
organised after his death by his eldest son, Sultan Valad. As well as the dhikr common to all 
the Sufi orders, Rumi instigated the whirling dance for his disciples, known in the West as ‘the 
dance of the whirling dervishes’. Originally – and in some cases the tradition continues – this 
dance was the spontaneous outward manifestation of an inner mystic state (hal) that seizes 
the dancer at the allusion to spirituality. Some Sufis explain the origins of this dance with the 
following anecdote: ‘Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, may God be pleased with him, the companion of the 
Prophet, was with God’s Messenger, may God’s prayer and greeting be upon him, when the 
Angel Gabriel appeared to the Prophet and said, “Tell Abu Bakr that God sends him greetings 
and says that He is pleased with him. And He wants to know if he’s pleased with God?” As soon 
as Abu Bakr heard the Prophet’s account of the Angel’s tidings, he began to twirl round and 
round on the spot, carried away by utter bliss.’

The rhythmical accompaniment for the vocalists is provided by daffs (frame drums, 
tambourines) played by two hymn-singers. In this context the daff has been described as 
shar’i (from the term sharia, meaning religious law), that is, lawful and therefore permitted, 
by certain theologians like the imam al-Ghazali (1059 – 1111) in his treatise Ihya’ ‘ulum al-din 
(Revivification of the religious sciences) and the Sufi sheikh from Damascus, Nabulsi (1641 – 
1731) in his Idah al-dalalat fi sama’ al-alat (Insights into the arguments in favour of listening 
to musical instruments). Both based their judgement on certain hadith and expressed their 
tolerance of the use of the daff and the tabl (a cylindrical, double-ended drum) to accompany 
the sama or for use during religious festivities, whereas some strictly orthodox ulemas, 
including Ibn Taymiyyah, have forbidden not only the sama, but also singing and musical 
instruments in everything pertaining to religion.

–Habib Yammine, ethno-musicologist

THE
   REPERTOIRE

In Islam religious songs are designated by the generic term inshad, meaning to 
aspire to something, to desire or seek, to have an aim, to go in search of something. 
The word nashid means a hymn or a canticle, and a rnanshid is a hymn-singer, a 
religious singer, a cantor. From a poetic point of view the inshad repertoire includes 
invocations, songs of praise and songs glorifying God, prayers, praises of the Prophet, 
the story of the Prophet’s birth, his nocturnal journey and his ascension, his heroic 
deeds, miracles, his life in general and a large number of Sufi poems on the themes of 
divine love and ecstasy. The words for these songs are compilations of excerpts taken 
from poems around a single theme but coming from different sources and periods of 
history, which often makes precise author attribution difficult. The mystic poets most 
frequently encountered in this repertoire include Ibn al-Farid (1181 – 1235), al-Nabulsi 
(1641 – 1731), al-Barazanji (18th century), al-Bura’i (13th century) and 
al-Busiri (1213 – 95).

–Habib Yammine, ethno-musicologist
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Noureddine Khourchid is the son of Abu al-Nur, sheikh of 
the Shâdhiliyya Sufi order in Damascus. At the age of five, 
Khourchid was already accompanying his father at the weekly 
dhikr ceremonies held in the order’s centre, the zawiya, or to 
Muslim religious festivities such as Mawlid and the Laylat al-qadr 
(the Night of Destiny). He was taught the Koran and religious 
knowledge by the order, and also received training in religious 
singing and chanting. His further education included a period 
of study in economic science at Damascus University, after 
which he decided to devote himself to religious studies. He 
trained in Koranic recitation and chant with Sheikh Qasim Hiba, 
participating in several competitions in Muslim Arab countries, 
including Saudi Arabia and Iran. His vocal talent and skill soon 
attracted attention and in 1987, in response to requests to sing 
at the many religious festivities of his community, he founded 
a troupe specialising in performing religious hymns and songs 
of praise of the Prophet. In order to perfect his skill in the art 
of maqamat – the modal system of classical music – Khourchid 
continued to study music with various teachers and musicians 
from Damascus, including Adnart Aylcuch and the composers 
Zouhayr Mnini, Hussein Zahra and Anouar Dyab Agha. He also 
received special training for the rnuwash-shahat, an erudite 
vocal genre particularly dear to Syrians, who have distinguished 
themselves in this art of sung poetry for hundreds of years. 
Treasures from this repertory are included in the repertoire of 
various religious orders in Syria and elsewhere in the 
Arab world.

Shoof (literally meaning ‘looks’ in Arabic) uses Arabic letters 
as a pretext to develop a style tending towards geometric 
abstraction. In contrast to the calligrapher who emphasises 
writing itself and what it means, Shoof seizes the Arabic letter to 
better dissect it, break it down, fragment it. As an artist he tries 
to move away from the language that can only be understood by 
those who know the codes. The meaning of the sentences that 
are written in his paintings, often striking or provocative, matter 
less than the aesthetic research around the letters. In the end, it 
is the composition of the features, the clever mixture of the full 
and the empty, the search for a structural deconstruction that 
is at the centre of his work.

Shoof’s painting is nevertheless very codified – the same 
brush, the same colour and an extremely mastered gesture 
that is repeated in a systematic way. He maintains a direct link 
between his painting and his unconscious – while he works 
thought no longer exists. Reflection takes place before and after 
it is over but never during the act, giving a crude and quasi-
visceral aspect to his painting. In his quest for minimalism, Shoof 
removes the intermediaries between the hand and the canvas, 
keeping only one brush and the palm of his hand as his tools.

Shoof participated in the Tour Paris 13 and the project 
Djerbahood in Tunisia initiated by Mehdi Ben Cheikh and 
Galerie Itinerrance. He is also one of the artists presented at 
the 3rd edition of the UrbanArt Biennale® 2015 exhibition at the 
Völklinger Hütte Museum.

NOUREDDINE KHOURCHID
VOCALIST & CHOIR LEADER

SHOOF 
ARTIST

DONATE NOW 
   TO SUPPORT YOUR FESTIVAL
Your Perth Festival has been creating extraordinary arts experiences for 65 years. This legacy has only 
been possible thanks to the generosity and advocacy of our valued Donors. The Festival fosters the 
talents of our local young artists, provides a forum for creative learning for students, commissions 
work with Western Australian artists and provides employment for our local arts industry.

Your gift to Perth Festival will help continue the magic for another 65 years and beyond. 

To donate go to perthfestival.com.au/giving 
or contact Jennifer Turner, Development Manager on 08 6488 8603.
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